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1248 Accusations of colonial science fly after eruption
Congolese volcano watchers say European data monopoly hampered Nyiragongo forecasts  By R. Pease

1249 Report traces surge in ocean plastic studies
But many studies describe the problem rather than pointing to solutions  By T. Rabesandratana

1250 Biologist blows whistle on prominent co-author
When inquiries went nowhere, Ken Thompson decided to publicly disavow his first paper  By M. Enserink

1251 Genomes offer rare glimpse of Neanderthal family groups
Low genetic diversity in males from two Siberian caves suggests females moved to their mates’ families  By A. Gibbons

1252 Decades ahead, Europe picks goals for big space missions
Themes for billion-euro Voyage 2050 missions include icy moons, exoplanets, and the early universe  By D. Clery

1253 DNA researchers question Senate bill’s security provisions
Measure aimed at stopping China from misusing human genome data could harm research efforts, groups argue  By J. Kaiser

FEATURES
1254 Marshes on the move
Coastal ecologist Matt Kirwan is optimistic that coastal wetlands can outrun rising seas. But some question that rosy picture  By G. Popkin

1255 Reimagining strategic, managed retreat for transformative climate adaptation
K. J. Mach and A. R. Siders

ON THE COVER
An abandoned mosque sits outside a sea wall in Pluit, Jakarta, Indonesia. Confronted with both sea level rise and subsidence due to groundwater extraction in this city of more than 10 million people, the government has announced plans to relocate the national capital to the island of Borneo. Research has much to offer communities around the globe that are facing displacement from climate change—but community members must be involved, their voices heard. See page 1274.
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1260 Mothers of invention
Women are more likely than men to invent for women, but obstacles limit their participation in the innovation system  By F. Murray
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1262 Swarming motility in host defense
Neutrophils exhibit self-control to resolve infection and tissue damage
By B. L. Rocha-Gregg and A. Huttenlocher
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1263 Preparing macrophages for the future
Temporal dynamics of a key immune transcription factor shape the epigenome and future cell responses
By N. Nandagopal et al.
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1265 White matter and human behavior
Genetic variants influence structural connectivity with intriguing clinical implications
By C. M. Filey
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1266 Is the marine ice cliff hypothesis collapsing?
An improved rheologic model shows that glacier retreat may not always be quite so quick.
By N. R. Golledge and D. P. Lowry
REPORT p. 1342

1268 Marye Anne Fox (1947–2021)
Groundbreaking organic chemist and educator
By R. E. Continietti
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1269 Examining the Aztecs
Skilled naturalists and healers, the Mesoamerican society left behind a rich cultural legacy
By A. Robinson

1270 The economist’s guide to feeding the world
A new tome offers a road map for sustainable food production policies
By I. Delabre
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1271 European eel population at risk of collapse
By C. Sonne et al.

1271 Disability in space: Aim high
By C. Heinicke et al.

1272 Time to amend the US Clean Water Act
By T. V. Royer
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1314 Surface chemistry
Resolving multifrequent oscillations and nanoscale interfacet communication in single-particle catalysis
Y. Suchorski et al.
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Geometric squeezing into the lowest Landau level
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Imaging orbital ferromagnetism in a moiré Chern insulator
C. L. Tschirhart et al.
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Lead halide-templated crystallization of methylamine-free perovskite for efficient photovoltaic modules
T. Bu et al.

1333 Optomechanics
Approaching the motional ground state of a 10-kg object
C. Whittle et al.

1336 Coronavirus
Clonal analysis of immunodominance and cross-reactivity of the CD4 T cell response to SARS-CoV-2
J. S. Low et al.

1342 Ice sheets
Transition to marine ice cliff instability controlled by ice thickness gradients and velocity
J. N. Bassis et al.
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1345 History of innovation
Who do we invent for? Patents by women focus more on women’s health, but few women get to invent
R. Koning et al.
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1349 Signal transduction
NF-κB dynamics determine the stimulus specificity of epigenomic reprogramming in macrophages
Q. J. Cheng et al.
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Decolonize climate adaptation research
By Robin Bronen and Patricia Cochran
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1358 Working Life
In case of death
By Brandon Brown and Annie Lu Nguyen
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